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Introduction. Auslander and Goldman [4] have studied maximal orders over

discrete valuation rings. In this paper, relying heavily on their results, we investigate

maximal orders over regular local rings of dimension two. The two theories are

rather different. We begin §5 by listing three theorems from [4]. Then we prove a

partial generalization of two of them in dimension two (Theorem 5.4) and exhibit

two examples which show that the remaining statements do not generalize.

In [4] a structure theorem is proved for maximal orders over discrete valuation

rings which is the analogue of the Wedderburn structure theorem for simple artin

rings. In §6 we extend this theorem, in a weakened form, to maximal orders over an

arbitrary integrally closed noetherian domain R. We sharpen this somewhat when

R is regular local of dimension two and the maximal order is well behaved. Various

other structure theorems are given in this section.

The first four sections are devoted to building up homological machinery, most

of which is applied to orders in the last two sections. The setting is fairly general :

(R, m) is a commutative noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, and A is an

/¿-algebra which is finitely generated as an /¿-module. The best results (Theorems

1.10 and 2.16) are obtained when A is quasi-local (i.e., A/Rad A is a simple artin

ring, where Rad A is the Jacobson radical of A). Such rings behave very much like

commutative local rings.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Maurice Auslander for

his many helpful suggestions and his patient supervision of the research for this

paper, which is the major portion of the author's doctoral dissertation. Many

thanks also to Professor David Buchsbaum and Dr. Silvio Greco for useful and

stimulating conversations.

Notations and conventions. Throughout this paper all rings have units and all

modules are unitary. We use the abbreviations pd, inj dim, and gl dim for proj'ective,

injective, and global dimension, respectively. Only when there is a possible left-

right ambiguity will we write l.pd or r.inj dim, etc.

R is a commutative noetherian ring and A is an /¿-algebra which is finitely

generated as an /¿-module. For the first four sections R is local with maximal ideal

m. By R we will mean the completion of R in the ra-adic topology, and if M is an
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F-module, M=M(g)B F. When our attention is focused on a particular element

yofm,M will denote the module M/yM. Finally, N= Rad A, the Jacobson radical

of A.

1. Finistic global dimension.    Misa finitely generated left A-module.

Lemma 1.1. pdA M=pdA M.

Proof. Since F is F-flat, if X is a A-projective resolution of M then X ®R"R is

a A-projective resolution of M. Hence pdA M á pdA M. On the other hand, suppose

pdA M^n>0. Then ExtA (M, C)#0 for some finitely generated A-module C, by

[8, Chapter VI, Proposition 2.5, p. 110]. Again, using the fact that F is F-fiat we

have ExtA(M, C) <g)B Fx:ExtA (M, C). F is faithful on finitely generated F-

modules, so ExtA (M, C)^0 and thus pdA M^n. Therefore pdA M^pdA M and

combining this with the first inequality we get the desired equality.

The next result is due to Silver [11].

Lemma 1.2. For any integer q^O the following are equivalent:

(a) pdAM^q.

(b) ExtA+1(M, A/A0=0.

(c) TOR£+i(A//V,M)=0.

Corollary 1.3. gl dim A = l.pdA A//V = r.pdA A/N.

Proof. If l.pdA A/Ar=oo, then l.gl dim A=oo. Assume l.pdA A/N=k<ao. Then

TORfc+! (A/TV, — )=0. Thus by Lemma 1.2 if A is any finitely generated left

A-module, pdA A ¿k. Thus sup {pdA A | A a finitely generated left A-module}=k.

Hence by [1, Theorem 1] l.gl dim A = l.pdA AjN.

Similarly r.gl dim A = r.pdA A//V. Finally, since A is left and right noetherian,

l.gl dim A = r.gl dim A [1, Corollary 5]. Thus gl dim A = l.pdA A/V=r.pdA A//V.

Corollary 1.4. gl dim A = gl dim A.

Proof. RadÂ = /V, so A/Rad k=k¡Ñ=(K¡N)~. By Lemma 1.1 pd¿ (A/TV)"

= pdA A/N. Applying Corollary 1.3, gl dim A = gl dim A.

Corollary 1.5. Suppose pdA M=q<co. Then there exists a simple left A-module

S and a simple right A-module T such that ExtA (M, S)¥=0 and TOR£ (F, M)¿0.

Proof. A//V is both left and right semisimple and is therefore a direct sum of

simple left A/TV-modules and also a direct sum of simple right A/A^-modules. Simple

A/JV-modules and simple A-modules are the same. The corollary now follows from

Lemma 1.2 and the fact that Ext and TOR commute with direct sums.

Definition. A noetherian ring T is quasi-local if T/Rad T is a simple artin ring.

If T is quasi-local then Rad T is the unique maximal two-sided ideal of T and

all simple left (right) F-modules are isomorphic.

Lemma 1.6. Suppose A is quasi-local.
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(a) If pdA M=q<co and B is a right A-module which contains a simple right

A-module T, then TORA (B, M)^0.

(b) If B is a right A-module with pdAB = k<ao and M contains a simple left

A-module S, then TOR£ (B, Af)/0.

Proof, (a) 0 -> r-> B -> B/T^ 0 is exact. Thus so is

TOR£+i (B/T, M) -> TOR£ (T, M) -> TOR£ (B, M).

The first term is 0 since pdA M=q. TOR£ (T, M)¿0 by Corollary 1.5 and the fact

that all simple right A-modules are isomorphic. Hence TOR£ (B, M)^0.

(b) The proof is nearly identical.

We recall some definitions from [3].

If E is an Z¿-module and x e m, x is regular on E if the homothety E±+ £ is a

monomorphism. A sequence xlt..., xk of elements of m is an E-sequence (or

regular E-sequence) if xx is regular on E and for \<i^k, x¡ is regular on

E¡(xu..., Xj-^ZJ and Zs/(xi,..., xfc)Zs^0. (When E is finitely generated, this last

condition is ensured by Nakayama's Lemma.) We denote by codimB E the least

upper bound of lengths of Zs-sequences. Since R is noetherian, codimB E is always

finite.

Lemma 1.7. A finitely generated A-module B contains a simple A-submodule T

if and only z/codimB Z?=0.

Proof. (=>) Suppose T<=B, T a simple A-module. mT%T by Nakayama's

Lemma, so mT=0. Thus codimB B = 0.

(<=) Assume codimBZ?=0. Then we have a monomorphism R[m^-B. Let

C={beB | mb = 0} = UomR(Rlm, ß) = HomA (A//m A, B). C is a nonzero A-

submodule of B and mC=0. Thus C is a finite-dimensional vector space over the

field R\m and therefore satisfies the descending chain condition on /¿/w-submodules.

But since every A-submodule of C is also an /¿/m-submodule, any descending

chain of A-submodules of C is finite. Therefore C contains some simple A-sub-

module T and we are done.

Lemma 1.8. Let xu ..., xt be a maximal A-sequence. Then

l.pdA A/(Xi,..., xt)A = r.pdA A/(x1;..., xt)A = t,

and codimB A/(xi,..., x¡)A = 0.

Proof. Let Rx.x.¡ be the Koszul complex on xx, ...,xt. Then Rx:1.¡ ®B A

is acyclic and thus gives a free A-resolution of A/(x1;..., x()A as both a left and

a right A-module. The lemma now follows trivially.

The next lemma generalizes this result.

Lemma 1.9. Suppose xem and x is regular on M^O. Let M=M\xM. Then

pdAM=l + pdA M.
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(If either one is infinite, so is the other.)

Proof. Tensoring the exact sequence 0 -> M^. M -> M -> 0 with A/TV gives us

the long exact sequence

TOR£+1 (AIN, M) —> TOR£+1 (A/A/, M) —> TOR* (A/N, M)

(*)
—> TOR£ (A/N, M).

Claim: TOR£ (A//V, M) = 0 o TOR£+1 (A/TV, M) = 0.

For suppose first that TOR£ (A/N, M)=0. Then pdA M^q-l by Lemma 1.2.

(Note:q>0 since by Nakayama's Lemma A/A/(g)A M?¿0.) Hence TOR£+ x (A//V, M)

= 0. We see from (*) that TOR£+1 (A/N, M) = 0.

Now suppose that TOR^+i (A/N, M)=0. Then

0 —> TOR£ (A/N, M) -^ TOR£ (A¡N, M)

is exact. But since x e m^N, A/TV^ A/N is the zero map. Therefore the induced

map on TOR, (A/A/, M) is the zero map. Since it is also a monomorphism,

TOR* (A//V, M)=0. This proves the claim. The lemma now follows directly from

Lemma 1.2.

Theorem 1.10. Suppose A is quasi-local. If pdA M <oo, then

pdA M+codimB M=codimB A.

Proof. Let yu ..., ydbe a maximal regular M-sequence and set

M' = MI(yu...,yi)M.

Then by d applications of Lemma 1.9 we have pdA M+codims M=pdA M'. So

it suffices to prove that pdA M' = codimB A.

Let xx,...,xt be a maximal A-sequence and let A' = A/(x1;..., xt)A. Then

codimB A' = 0 = codimB M'. By Lemma 1.7 A' contains a simple right A-module

and M' contains a simple left A-module.

Let pdA M'=q. According to Lemma 1.6 (a) TORA (A', M')^0. But r.pdA A' = t

by Lemma 1.8 and so q¿¡ t. On the other hand, by Lemma 1.6 (b) TORA (A', M')

7^0. Since pdA M'=q, f¿q. Therefore q = t, i.e., pdA M' = codimB A.

Lemma 1.11. Suppose A is quasi-local. Let C(A) be the center of A. Then C( A) is

local, and for any finitely generated A-module M, codimB M=codimC(A)M.

Proof. A=C(A)=>F and Nn C(A) = Rad C(A)^m. So A//V=>C(A)/Rad C(A)

^R/m. Since A/A is a simple artin ring its center is a field F. Clearly F=>

C(A)/ Rad C(A), so the latter is a domain. But it is a finite extension of the field

R/m and is therefore itself a field. Thus Rad C(A) is the unique maximal ideal of

C(A), i.e., A is local.
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Now let yx,..., yd e m be a maximal M-sequence. Since m^Rad C(A) this is

also an M-sequence from C(A). Let M' = M/(y1,..., yd)M. CodimC(A) M=d

+ codimC(A) M'.

By Lemma 1.7, since codimBM'=0, M' contains a simple A-module. Hence

codimC(A) M'=0 by the other half of Lemma 1.7. Thus codimC(A) M=d=codimR M.

Thus if A is quasi-local, codimB M (and in particular codimB A) is an invariant

of A.

Definition. The left finit is tic global dimension of A

(l.fin gl dim A) = sup {pdA M | pdA M < oo, M a finitely generated left A-module}.

The right finitistic global dimension of A (r.fin gl dim A) is the obvious analogue.

We may now rephrase the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 1.12. Suppose A is quasi-local. Then

l.fin gl dim A = r.fin gl dim A = codimB A = codimC(A) A.

Corollary 1.13. If A is quasi-local and R-free, then

fin gl dim A = fin gl dim R = codimB R.

Proof. By Theorem 1.12 fin gl dim A = codimB A, and fin gl dim Z¿=codimB Z¿.

Since A is Z¿-free codimB A=codimB R and we get the desired result.

2. Injective dimension. Let x em, and for any Z¿-module A, Ä—AjxA. M is a

finitely generated left A-module. We assume that x is regular on A and on M.

Lemma 2.1. Let D be any left Ä-module. Then for all y'^O, Exti (M, D)x

Exti- (M, D).

Proof. This is a special case of [8, Chapter VI, Proposition 4.13, p. 118].

Setting D = A/N and using Lemma 1.2 we obtain

Corollary 2.2. pdAAf=pdAM.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose ExtA+1 (M, C) = 0, where C is a left A-module on which x

is regular. Then

Exti (M C)®RRx ExtA (M, C).

Proof. Applying ExtA (M, -) to the exact sequence

0—»c^Uc—>C—>0,

we get the exact sequence

Exti (M, C) —> Exti {M, C) —> Exti (M, C) —> ExtA+1 (M, C).

But ExtyA+1 (M, C)=0, so Exti (K C) ®B ZteExti (M, C). Combining this with

Lemma 2,1 we have the desired isomorphism.
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Definition. For any A-module F,

ExtA-dim F = sup {J à 0 | ExtA (F, A) / 0}.

If ExtA (F, A)=0 for ally'^0, let ExtA-dim F= -co.

Corollary 2.4. ExtA - dim M= ExtA - dim M.

Proof. Supposey^O and assume first that ExtA —dim Af£j. Then ExtA+1(M, A)

=0 for all fjfcl. By Lemma 2.3 Ext|+i (M, A)==0 so that ExtA-dim M'ûj. Since

x e m and ExtA (M, A) is a finitely generated F-module, Nakayama's Lemma and

Lemma 2.3 show that ExtA (M, A)=0 if and only if ExtA (M, A) = 0. Thus

ExtA—dim Af=ExtA — dim M, provided that ExtA —dim M<co. To complete the

proof it suffices to show that if ExtA—dim M<<x>, then ExtA—dim M<co.

Assume that ExtA-dim M^k, where 0^&<oo. Then for all f^l, Ext|+i(M, A)

= 0. By Lemma 2.1 ExtA+i (M, A) = 0. Hence from the exact sequence

0—*A^->A—>A—*0

we get the exactness of

ExtA+i (M, A) -Í-* ExtA+i (A/, A) —> 0.

Nakayama's Lemma implies that ExtA+i (M, A)=0. Since this is true for all /^ 1,

ExtA—dim M^k<co and we are done.

The next lemma, whose proof we omit, is due to Maths [10].

Lemma 2.5. Let B be any left A-module. Suppose k>0 and for all left ideals I in

A, ExtA (A//, F)=0. Then inj dimA B<k.

As an immediate consequence:

Corollary 2.6. (a) l.inj dimA A=sup {ExtA-dim A//1 la left ideal}.

(b) //l.inj dimA A = i>0, then

t — 1 + sup {ExtA — dim I\ I a left ideal}.

Lemma 2.5 says that inj dimA B depends only on the vanishing of ExtA (-, B)

on cyclic left A-modules. However, if B is finitely generated, we may restrict our

attention to simple left modules.

Proposition 2.7 (Auslander). Let B be any nonzero, finitely generated left

A-module.

(a) Suppose k>0 and for all simple left A-modules S and for allj^ k, ExtA (S, B)

=0. Then inj dimA B<k.

(b) If B is infective then for some simple A-module S, HomA (S, B)^=0.

(c) Thus in general,

inj dimA B = sup {k è 0 | ExtA (5, B) ^ Ofor some simple left module S}.
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Proof, (a) Suppose inj dimA Z? = /c. Then by Lemma 2.5, for some left ideal I,

ExtA (A/Z, B)^0. Let 7 be a left ideal in A, maximal with respect to the property

that Exti (A/7, B) # 0 for some j ^ k. By the hypothesis A/7 cannot be simple.

Clearly 7# A. Suppose codimB A/J—0. Then there exists a 7'p7 such that 7'/7is

simple (Lemma 1.7). From the exact sequence

0-^7'/7-»A/7^A/7'->0

it follows that

Exti (A/7', B) -> Exti (A/7, B) -> 0

i
0

is exact.

Therefore Exti (A/7', ZJ)^0, which contradicts the assumed maximality of 7.

Thus codimB A/7>0. Let jembe A/7-regular. Then we have the exact sequence

0 —> A/7 -^ A/7 —> A/(7, Ay) —> 0

from which we obtain the exact sequence

Exti (A/7, B) ^U Exti (A/7, B) -^ ExtA+1 (A/(7, Ay), B).

Since Exti (A/7, Zi)#0 and is finitely generated over R because B is finitely gener-

ated over A, ExtA+1 (A/(7, Ay), 5)^0, by Nakayama's Lemma. But (7, Ay)^J

and/+1 >k, so again we have a contradiction. Thus inj dimA B<k.

(b) Suppose inj dimA 5=0.

Let 7"={left ideals 11 HomA (A/Z, B)^0}. Since 5^0, HomA (A, 5)^0, so 0 e F

and thus Z-y 0. Again, since A is noetherian there is a maximal element 7 in F.

The proof now is nearly identical to the proof of part (a).

(c) Follows from (a) if inj dimA Z?>0 and from (b) if inj dimA B=0.

Corollary 2.8. l.inj dimA A = sup {ExtA-dim S | S a simple left A-module}.

Lemma 2.9. Suppose E is a finitely generated left A-module and pdAE=q<oo.

Then ExtA—dim Zs=pdA E.

Proof. Clearly ExtA-dim E^q.

ExtA (E, A) -> ExtA (E, AjN) -> ExtA+1 (E, N)

is exact. Since pdA E=q, ExtA+1 (E, N)=0 and by Lemma 1.2, ExtA (E, A/N)¿0.

Hence ExtA (E, A)^0. So ExtA-dim E=q.

Theorem 2.10. l.inj dimA A= 1 + l.inj dimA A.

Proof. It follows from Bass [6, Theorem 2.2] that if l.inj dimA A < oo then

l.inj dimA A = 1 + l.inj dimA A. Thus it suffices to show that if l.inj dimA A<oo,
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then l.inj dimA AS 1 + l.inj dimA A. So assume that l.inj dimA A = A:<oo. Let / be

any left ideal of A. Then since x is regular on A it is regular on /. By Corollary 2.4,

ExtA —dim/=ExtA—dim/. But ExtA — dim7á/: = l.injdimA A. So ExtA—dim IS k.

By Corollary 2.6, l.inj dimA A^Hl and we are done.

Corollary 2.11. Suppose codimB A = l.inj dimA A. Then

r.inj dimA A = l.inj dimA A.

Proof. Let codimB A = t. Then there is a regular A-sequence x1;..., x(, where

x¡ e m. Let T = A/(xi,..., x()A. By repeated application of Theorem 2.10 we see

that l.inj dimr T=0. But then r.inj dimr T=0 by [9, Theorem 18]. The "right"

analogue of Theorem 2.10 shows that r.inj dimA A = t.

Lemma 2.12. Let E be a finitely generated left A-module, and assume that y em

is regular on E. Then ExtA —dim EjyE= 1 + ExtA —dim F. (// ExtA — dim F= ±oo,

then ExtA —dim E\yE= ±oo.)

Proof. Apply the functor ExtA (—, A) to the exact sequence

0—>E-^E—>E\yE—>0

and use Nakayama's Lemma.

As an immediate consequence we have

Corollary 2.13. ExtA-dim F+codimB F^l.inj dimA A.

Proposition 2.14. Suppose A is quasi-local and l.inj dimA A = /<oo. If E is any

nonzero finitely generated left A-module then ExtA — dim F 2:0 and ExtA — dim F

+ codimB E=t.

Proof. Let codimB E=d, and let xu ..., xd be a maximal regular F-sequence.

Denote F/(Xi,..., xd)E by F'. Then ExtA—dim E+d=E\tA — dim E'St. Since

codimB F'=0, E' contains a simple left A-module S. By Corollary 2.8 there exists

a simple left A-module S' with ExtA - dim 5" =/. But since A is quasi-local, S"

and S are isomorphic, so that ExtA—dim S=t. From the exact sequence

0-^S-+E'-+E'IS^0

we obtain the exact sequence

ExtA (F', A) -> ExtA (S, A) -> ExtA+1 (E'/S, A).

ExtA (F, 5)^0, and ExtA+1 (E'/S, A)=0 since l.inj dimA A = i. Thus ExtA (F'; A)

5¿0. Hence ExtA—dim E' = t, and so ExtA—dim E+d=t. This implies that

ExtA-dim FäO since d<oo.

Corollary 2.15. If A is quasi-local and l.inj dimA A < oo then codimKA =

l.inj dimA A. Consequently

l.inj dimA A = fin gl dim A = r.inj dimA A.
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Proof. The first statement follows from Proposition 2.14 by setting Zs = A. The

second comes from Theorem 1.12 and Corollary 2.11.

We come now to the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 2.16. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension n. Suppose A=>Z¿

and A is quasi-local. If l.inj dimA A = r<oo then t=n and A is R-free.

Proof. By induction on t. If t=0, then since A is left and right noetherian A

satisfies the minimum condition on left ideals and on right ideals, by [9, Theorem

18]. Therefore Rad A is nilpotent. Since mcRad A and R is a domain, m = (0).

Thus R is a field. Hence « = 0 and A is Z¿-free.

Now suppose i>0 and assume the theorem is true for t— 1. CodimB A = ?_l

by Corollary 2.15. Therefore m $ AssB (A) and it is well known that in fact there

must be a y em —in2 which is regular on A. Hence l.inj dimA/I/A A/yA = t—l.

Since y em — m2, RjyR is regular local of dimension n — 1. Since R is an integrally

closed domain, A=>Z¿, and A is finitely generated over R, it follows that yA n R

=yR. Hence R/yR^A/yA. Finally, yemcRad A and A is quasi-local, so that

A/yA is quasi-local. Applying the induction hypothesis we get « — 1 =i— 1 and

A/yA is R/y R-free. Therefore n = t and A is Z¿-free.

If gl dim A<oo, then gl dim A = fin gl dim A = inj dimA A. Thus we have

Corollary 2.17. Let R be regular local of dimension n. Suppose A is quasi-

local and A=> R. If gl dim A<oo, then gl dim A = n and A is R-free.

3. The non-quasi-local case. We have seen (Theorem 2.16) that if R is regular

local, A=>Z¿and A is quasi-local, and l.inj dimA A <oo, then l.inj dimA A=gl dim R.

This statement is false if we remove the restriction that A be quasi-local. For let

R be a field and let A be the ring of 2 x 2 lower triangular matrices. It is well

known that gl dim A = 1. Consequently, l.inj dimA A = 1. On the other hand

gl dim Z¿ = 0. Note that A is not quasi-local since A/N~R © Z¿ (ring direct sum).

Notice also that in this example fin gl dim A = 1 so that fin gl dim A > codimB A

= 0. So the condition that A be quasi-local is also necessary in Theorem 1.12.

In this section we shall see what can be salvaged when we drop the assumption

that A is quasi-local.

Notation. If S is a multiplicative subset of R (i.e., SS^S, 1 e S, and 0 £ S)

and E is an Z¿-module, we will write Es for E ®B Rs. If S = R—p, p e Spec R, we

will write Ep instead of ZiB_p.

Proposition 3.1. Let S be a multiplicative subset of R such that every s e S is

regular on A (i.e., the natural map A -> As is a mononorphism) and m n Si= 0.

Suppose l.inj dimA A = r<oo. Then l.inj dimAs As< l.inj dimA A.

Proof. We first show that l.inj dimAs AsSt. If A is any cyclic left As-module,

A~BS for some cyclic left A-module B. Since Rs is Z¿-flat, ExtAs (Bs, As)x
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ExtA (F, A) ®B Fs by [4, Lemma 2.4]. Thus ExtAs (A, As) = 0 for all q> t and all

cyclic left As-modules A. Hence l.inj dimAs As-¿t by Lemma 2.5.

Now suppose l.inj dimAs As = t. Then by Corollary 2.6 there is a left ideal J in

As with ExtAs-dim As/J= t. Let /=/ n A. /is a left ideal in A and /S=F Therefore

i^ExtA-dim A//äExtAs-dim (A/I)s=t. So ExtA-dim A¡I=t. Hence codimB A//

= 0 (Corollary 2.13) and some AssB (A//). Since J n A=/, 0 -* A//-> (A//)s is

exact. 0 -»■ F/w -> A// is also exact and we get a commutative diagram :

0

I
0—>  R¡m  —►   A//

i        I
0—>(F/m)s—->(A//)S

II
0

Since mr\S^0, ms — Rs, so (F//w)s=0. The commutativity of the diagram

says that the map F/w -* (A//)s is both a monomorphism and the zero map,

which is absurd.

Therefore l.inj dimAs As < l.inj dimA A.

Corollary 3.2. Suppose R has Krull dimension n and A is torsion-free over R.

Then l.inj dimA A 2: n.

Proof. By induction on n. There is nothing to prove when w=0, so assume that

n > 0 and the result is true for n -1. There is a p e Spec F such that Krull dim Fp

= n — 1. AP is torsion-free over Fp so by the induction hypothesis l.inj dimAp Ap

^n—l.p^m, so m C\ R—pi= 0. By the preceding proposition,

l.inj dimA A,, < l.inj dimA A.

Therefore l.inj dimA A^n.

Corollary 3.3. Let R be regular local of dimension n and assume that A is

torsion-free over R. Let p e Spec F. Suppose l.inj dimA A=n.

Then 1 inj dimAp A„=gl dim Rp.

Proof. By induction on n. The case n=0 is trivial so assume n>0 and the result

is true for n — 1. If p = m there is nothing to prove, so assume that p ^ m. There

exists an & e Spec F such that p^^^m with no prime of F properly between ¿F

and in. Thus gl dim R&=Krull dim R&=n-1. By Proposition 3.1

l.inj dimAár A^r < l.inj dimA A = n.

Thus l.inj dimA5t. A^gn-1. By Corollary 3.2 l.inj dirn^ A^-^/j—1, so

l.inj dimAjr A¿r=H-l. Since AP = (A^)V, Rp = (Rp)v, and gl dim R^=n-\, the

induction hypothesis gives l.inj dimAp Ap = gl dim Rp.
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Corollary 3.4. Let R be regular local of dimension n and let A be torsion-free

over R. Suppose gldimA = n. Then for any peSpecR, gl dim Ap=gldim R„.

Consequently, if S is any multiplicative subset of R, gl dim As = gl dim Rs.

Proof. The first statement follows from Corollary 3.3 and the fact that gl dim T

= inj dimr T when gl dim T<oo. For the second statement, if T is an /¿-algebra

and a left noetherian ring then

gl dim rs = sup {gl dim rp | p e Spec R,p n S = 0}.

We conclude this section with a simple criterion for A and R to have the same

global dimension when A is /¿-free.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose R is regular local of dimension n and A is R-free. Then

gl dim A = no every finitely generated R-free A-module is A-projective.

Proof. (=>) Let £be a finitely generated /¿-free A-module. Then codimB/i

= codimB R=n so there is a regular Zs-sequence x1;..., x„. By Lemma 1.9 we get

pdA £/(x1;..., x„)Zi=fl + pdA E. But pdA Zs/(x1;..., x„)Zi^gl dim A = n, so pdA E

=0, i.e., E is A-projective.

(<=) gl dim A = sup {pdA M | M a finitely generated A-module}. (In fact, by

[1, Theorem 1] we may restrict M to range over cyclic modules.)

Let 0->£->Pn_1 -*■• ■ -^P0-> Af-»0 be exact with each P( a finitely

generated A-projective module. Since A is/¿-free, so is P¡. ButpdB Mgn=gldim/¿,

so E must be /¿-free. Therefore by hypothesis E is A-projective. Thus pdA M¿n.

Hence gl dim A = w. But since A is /¿-free, a regular /¿-sequence xL,..., xn is also

a regular A-sequence, and so pdA A/(xl5..., x„)A=w. Therefore gl dim A=n.

4. A theorem on global dimension. If (R, m) is regular local of dimension n

and x e m — m2, it is a well-known fact that R is regular local of dimension n — 1.

In this section we show how the proof carries over to the noncommutative case.

Here we shall assume that A is local, i.e., that A/N is a division ring. At the end of

§6 we extend the theorem to quasi-local rings.

Lemma 4.1. Let (R, m) be any noetherian local ring. Suppose A is local and

x em — N2. Then A/N is a A-direct summand of N.

Proof. Since A/A/ is a division ring and x e N—N2, {x + N2} can be expanded

to a basis of A/A2 over A/A. By Nakayama's Lemma, this basis can be lifted to a

minimal generating set {x1;..., xt} for A, where xx=x. The map A -h» A'' given by

A^Ax induces a homomorphism g: A/A7'-*■ N. Now let y e N. >' = 2i=i \xt.

Suppose 2'=i ^i = 2( = i Kxt- Then 2'=i (A( —A|)x,=0. If for some /', At-A¡ $ N,

then A( —AJ is a unit in A and thus xf g A(xl5..., x4_i, xf, xi+1,..., x¡) (where ~

denotes omission) contradicting the minimality of {xu ..., xt}. So for all i, A¡ — A¡

e A. In particular, since Xx — X[ e N, we have a map h: A-> A/N given by 2'=i \xt
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xN<=Kerh. Thus we get a map h: /V-> A/A7. It is easily seen that hog: A/N

-*■ A/N is the identity. Hence A/A is a A-direct summand of N.

Theorem 4.2. Let (F, m) be regular local of dimension n. Assume that A is local,

A=>F and x em — N2. Suppose gl dim A<oo. Then gl dim A = n, A is R-free, and

gl dim A=n — 1.

Proof. The first two statements come from Corollary 2.18. By Corollary 1.3

pdA A/Af=gl dim A = n. Thus pdA N=n— 1 («>0 since w/(0)). F is a domain, so

x is regular on F, and since A is F-free, x is regular on A. Hence x is regular on N.

By Corollary 2.2 pdA AT=pdA N=n-\. Since A¡N is a A-direct summand of N,

pdxA¡NSpdxÑ=n-l.

But gl dim A=pdA A/N (A/A=A/AT).

So gldim ASn-l, and thus by Corollary 2.18 gl dim A=n~ 1.

5. Maximal orders in dimension 2. Auslander and Goldman [4] have given a

complete description of maximal orders over regular local rings F of dimension 1

(i.e., discrete valuation rings). Three of their theorems are of particular interest to

us in this section.

[4, Theorem 2.3]. An R-order A in a simple algebra S is maximal if and only if

A is quasi-local and gl dim A= 1.

[4, Proposition 2.5]. An order A is maximal over R (if and) only if À is maximal

over R.

(The "if" part of this theorem depends only on the fact that F is faithful on

finitely generated F-modules, and is therefore true for any noetherian integrally

closed local domain.)

[4, Proposition. 3.5]. Any two maximal orders over R in the same simple algebra

are isomorphic under an inner automorphism of the simple algebra.

In this section we examine the analogues of these theorems when F is regular

local of dimension 2. But we begin in a more general setting.

Let F be an integrally closed noetherian domain with quotient field K. We denote

by F the set of all height one primes p of R. S is a central simple F-algebra with

[E : K] < oo. A and Y are F-orders in 2. If M is an F-module, M* = HomB (M, F).

"M=M**" will mean that M is F-reflexive, i.e., that the canonical map

M -*■ M** is an isomorphism.

Lemma 5.1. Suppose M is a finitely generated torsion-free R-module. Then

M** = p|PeP Mp. Consequently M is R-refiexive if and only if M=(~)P£P Mp.

Proof. This is [7, §4, No. 2, Theorems 1 and 2].

Corollary 5.2. Suppose A^B are finitely generated torsion-free R-modules and

A = A**. IfAp = Bpfor allp eP then A = B.
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Proof. BeB** = C\peP Bp = DpeP AV = A** = A. So B<= A and therefore A = B.

We recall the notion of the conductor:

Definition. The right conductor of T in A, denoted by Ci(r), is {z e A | Tz<= A}.

CA(r) is a right ideal in A and a left T-module. Since T ®B K = 2, we have

re A ®B K. r is finitely generated as an Z¿-module, so there is an r ^0 in R such

that IY<= A. In other words, CA(T) n Z¿^(0).

Proposition 5.3. If A is R-reflexive, so is C\(Y).

Proof. By Lemma 5.1 it suffices to show that

Ci(r)= n (cA(r)®Bz¿p).

Clearly the left side is contained in the right side. Let y e f)p£P (CA(r) (g)B Rp).

Then for any peP there is an s $p such that ys e ClfY). Thus Ysy^A and so

(ry + A)-scA. Since Acl>+A we have A„ = (Yy + A)p. This is true for all

peP, and A = A** by hypothesis, so by Corollary 5.2 A = I> + A. Thus y e Cl(Y).

Hence Ci(Y) = Ç\peP (CA(r) ®R Rp) = d(Y)**.

Theorem 5.4. Let Rbe a regular local ring of dimension two. Suppose the R-order

A in 2 is quasi-local and gl dim A<oo. Then if Y is any maximal R-order in 2,

A = t'^Ytfor some unit t e 2. 77¡ws A is a maximal order, and all maximal R-order s

in 2 are isomorphic. In particular, they are all quasi-local and have global dimension

two.

Proof. Since A is quasi-local and gl dim A<oo, by Corollary 2.17 A is Z¿-free

and gl dim A=2. Since A is Z¿-free, A = A**. Thus if T is any Z¿-order in S,

CA(r) is Z¿-reflexive by the preceding proposition. But gl dim R = 2, so by [4,

Corollary to Proposition 4.7] CA(r) is Z¿-free. By Proposition 3.5 CA(r) is A-

projective. Thus CA(r) is a projective right ideal in A, and hence principal by

[4, Proposition 3.3], since A is quasi-local and Z¿-free. So Ci(r) = rA for some

t e A. We conclude the argument by using the proof of [4, Lemma 3.4]. Since

Ci(r) n Z¿^(0), t is a unit in S. We have r?cCA(r) = rA since Ci(r) is a left

T-module. Therefore Y^tAt'1. Now if T is a maximal order, r = rAr_1.

Since a regular local ring is a unique factorization domain, the intersection of

any two principal ideals is again principal. If R is regular local of dimension two

and A is an Z¿-order it seems natural to inquire under what conditions A will

inherit this property.

Proposition 5.5. Let R be regular local of dimension two and A an R-free R-

order in 2 with gl dim A=2. Then:

(1) The intersection of two A-projective left ideals is A-projective.

(2) If A is quasi-local the intersection of two (principal) A-projective left ideals is

principal.
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Hence if E is a division ring and A is a quasi-local R-order with gl dim A = 2, the

intersection of any two principal left ideals of A is principal.

Proof. (1) Suppose / and J are projective left ideals in A. Then / and / are both

F-reflexive since A is. Using Lemma 5.1 it is easy to see that In J is F-reflexive,

since for any prime p, (I c\J)p=Ip r\Jp. But since gl dim F=2, I nj must be

F-free. Hence by Proposition 3.5 / n J is A-projective.

(2) This follows from the fact that if A is quasi-local and F-free, then every

projective ideal is principal [4, Proposition 3.3].

Finally, if S is a division ring, then a principal ideal in A is A-free, and a fortiori

A-projective.

Theorem 5.4 generalizes half of [4, Theorem 2.3] to regular local rings of

dimension two. We shall now construct examples to show that neither the other

half of [4, Theorem 2.3] nor [4, Proposition 2.5] generalizes.

Let F be a field whose characteristic is different from 2. We define a F-algebra

S as follows: 2 = F[1, a, ß, aß] (i.e., {\,a,ß,aß} is a vector space basis of E

over K) where /k=—aß, a2 = w, ß2 = v, w, veK—{0}. Furthermore, for any

xe K, xa = ax, xß=ßx.

E is called a quaternion algebra over K. Since w and v are different from zero,

S is a central simple F-algebra. For if vllz $ K, E is the crossed-product algebra

formed from the cyclic extension K(vll2)/K, whose Galois group is generated by a,

and the 2-cocycle / determined by /(a, a) = w. On the other hand, if v112 e K, then

EäM2(F), the ring of 2x2 matrices over K, which is central simple over K. The

F-algebra isomorphism is given by

,1/2 o -

0     -vll2_'

In any case, E is central simple over K, so by Wedderburn's Theorem Ess

EndA (V) where A is a division ring whose center is Fand Fis a finite-dimensional

vector space over A. 4 =[2 : K] = [V : A]2- [A : K].

Hence [A : F]=l or 4. Thus either E = A or E = EndK (V), i.e., E is either a

division ring or M2(K).

Suppose w and v lie in F, a domain with quotient field K. Let A be the F-

module generated by 1, a, ß, aß. Then A is free on these generators and is closed

under multiplication since a2 and ß2 are in F. Thus A is an F-free F-order in E.

A may or may not be maximal, depending on w, v, and F as we shall see.

Example 1. Let F be any field with characteristic unequal to 2. Let F =

F[X, Y](XtY), where Zand yare indeterminates over F. Then F is regular local of

dimension two and has quotient field K= F(X, Y). The maximal ideal m = (X, Y).

R=F[[X, Y]]. Let &=F((X, Y)), the quotient field of F. (In this case F>

F ®B F.)

-G
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Define a quaternion algebra 2 over K by taking w=X and v = 1 + Y. In other

words, Tl=K[\,u,ß,aß] where ßa=-aß, a2 = X, and ß2 = l + Y. Let A be the

Z¿-free order Z¿[1, a, ß, aß].

To establish the maximality of A it suffices, by [4, Theorem 1.5], to show that

Aj, is a maximal /¿p-order in 2 for all p e P. By [4, Theorem 2.3] A„ is maximal if

and only if it is quasi-local and gl dim A„ = 1.

If p / (X), then Ap/pAp is a quaternion algebra over Rp¡pRp and is therefore a

simple ring. Thus />Ap = Rad Ap and Ap is quasi-local. Moreover, p = (z)R for

some zeR since R is a UFD. Hence Rad Ap=(z)Ap is Ap-free and therefore

gl dim Ap= 1. Thus Ap is maximal.

Now \etp = (X). Since the image of a in A(X)/AA(X) is nilpotent and generates

a two-sided ideal, it belongs to the radical, and therefore a e Rad A(X). Aa)/aA(X)

xF(Y)[T][(T2-(l + Y)) where ris an indeterminate.

The latter is a field, for 1 + Fis not a square in F[ Y] (its degree is odd) and hence

it is not a square in F(Y) since F[Y] is integrally closed in F(Y). Thus Rad A(X)

= aAiX), which is A(X)-free, and A(X) is local. Hence gl dim A(X) = 1 and A(X) is

maximal.

So for all peP, Ap is maximal and therefore A is maximal. Furthermore, 2 is

a division ring by [4, Theorem 3.11] since the maximal Z¿(X)-order A(X) is local.

Reasoning as before we see that a e Rad A. Hence (a, Y)Ac Rad A.

A/(«, Y)A ~ F[T]I(T2-1) « F[T]I(T-1) ® F[T]¡(T+1).

So A/(a, Y)Ax'F@F and is thus semisimple. Hence Rad A = (a, Y)A. Further-

more, from the above decomposition we see that A(a, ß-l) and A(a, ß+l) are

the maximal two-sided ideals of A, and A is not quasi-local.

In order to show that gl dim A=2 we shall establish a general result.

Proposition 5.6. Let (R, m) be a noetherian local ring, A an R-algebra, finitely

generated as an R-module. If z e m is regular on A and gl dim A/zA = k<ao, then

gl dim A = A;+1.

Proof. Let A = A/zA, V=Rad A, and N=NjzN. z is regular on A since it is

regular on A, and so. by Corollary 2.2 pdAA=pdAÄ. Thus pdA N¿¡K, which

means that gl dim A = pdA A/N^k+l. Therefore

gl dim A = inj dimA A = 1 +inj dimA A = 1 -l-gl dim A = k+1.

Returning to our example, it is thus sufficient to show that gl dim A/FA=1.

Since RadA = A(«, Y), Rad (A/ YA) = A/ YA(d). â is regular on A/ Y A since

<x2 = X which is regular on A/ YA. Thus Rad (A/ YA) is free over A/ FA and so

gl dim A/FA=1. Hence gl dim A = 2.

Next we show that 2 (i.e., 2 ®K Ê) is the full matrix ring M2(Ê). Since charac-

teristic F+2, 1 + F has a square root in F[[Y]]<=F((X, Y))=K. Thus, as we
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remarked earlier,

(1 + T)1'2 0

0 -(l + T)1'2,

determines a F-algebra isomorphism between £ and M2(K).

Since A/Rad A~ A/Rad A, A is not quasi-local. But by [4, Theorem 4.3] any

maximal F-order in M2(R) is of the form End¿ (F) where F is F-free of rank two.

In particular, any maximal F-order in M2(R) is quasi-local. Hence A is a non-

maximal F-order in £. gl dim A = gl dim A=2.

In summary, A is a maximal F-order in a division ring E. While gl dim A=2,

A is not quasi-local. Its completion A is a nonmaximal F-order in a full matrix

ring £ over K.

We shall now prove a theorem which will be used to establish our second

example.

Theorem 5.7. Let (R, m) be regular local of dimension two. A is an R-order in S.

Suppose gl dim A<oo, A is quasi-local, center of A/Rad A = R/m, Rjm is perfect,

and rn^N2, where A = Rad A. Then A is separable over R.

Remark. The proof of this theorem depends upon the fact that if z e m - N2,

then gl dim A/zA = gl dim A — 1. This was proved in Theorem 4.2, assuming A

local. The result will be extended to quasi-local rings in the next section, but using

it here involves no circularity.

Proof. Since m^N2, m^mr\ N2^m2.

Claim: There are infinitely many distinct prime ideals (z) in R with z em — N2.

For let xetn — N2. Then xem — m2 and since gldimF = 2 there is ayem — m2

such that m = (x, y), i.e., x and y form a minimal system of generators of m. For

n^2, x+y" e m — N2<^m — m2, and so (x+yn) is prime. It is easily seen that these

ideals are all distinct.

Denote by h(A/R) the homological different of A over F (see [5, p. 378]). h(A¡R)

(g>B F=A(£/F)^0 since £ is separable over K. Thus h(A/R) is a nonzero ideal of F,

and since F is noetherian, only finitely many prime ideals (z) can contain h(A/R).

Therefore there exists a prime ideal (z) such that zem — N2 and (z)zb/i(A/F).

Hence A(2) is F(2)-separable by [5, Corollary 4.3]. The center of A is F, so that

A(z) is central F(2)-separable. Thus A(2)/zA(2) is central separable over R{z)¡zRU) by

[5, Proposition 1.4].

Since gl dim A<oo and A is quasi-local, A is F-free and gl dim A=2 by Corol-

lary 2.17. Since zem — N2, gldimA/zA=l (see the above Remark). A/zA is

quasi-local. Now Rjz is a discrete valuation ring because gl dim F/z = gl dim F— 1

= 1. Thus by [4, Theorem 2.3] A/zA is a maximal F/z-order in AU)/zA(2). Further-

more A/zA/Ai/zA~A¡N and RI(z)¡m¡(z)~R¡m. Hence center of A/zA/A/zA

= RI(z)Jml(z), which is a perfect field. Thus the hypotheses of [5, Proposition 8.4]

0 X

1 0
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are satisfied and so A/zA is /¿/z-separable. Therefore A/mA is /¿/w-separable

[5, Proposition 1.4]. By [5, Proposition 4.7] A is /¿-separable.

Example 2. Let A: be a perfect field of characteristic =¿ 2. Let R = k[[X, Y]], X

and F transcendental over k. K= k((X, Y)), m = (X, Y). (R, m) is a complete

regular local ring of dimension two.

Let 2 be the quaternion algebra K[\, a, ß, aß] where a2 = X and ß2= Y(Y-X)

(Y+X). Let A = /¿[1, ce, ß, aß]. A is an Z¿-free order in 2. The maximality of A

is proved just as in Example 1. Again, A(x)/aA(x) is a field. So the maximal Re-

order Aix) is local and thus 2 is a division ring. Rad A=N=A(a, ß, Y) and so

A¡N~R¡m = k. Therefore A is local. Since N^mA, A/mA is not a simple ring and

thus not Z¿/w-separable. Hence A is not separable over R.

A/a Ax k[[Y]][T]/(T2-Y3) = S. S is a local domain with maximal ideal 7

= ( F, T). Now suppose F e Az. Then F g 72 and so by Nakayama's Lemma

7=(f). Thus Ye(T), i.e., Y-fT=g(T2- F3) for some f, g e k[[Y]][T]. This

means that T divides F(l+gF2), and since T does not divide Fit must divide

1+gY2.

Let <p:k[[Y]][T]^k[[Y]] by <p(T)=Y and <p = identity on k[[Y]]. Then in

£[IT]] Y divides the unit 1 +(p(g)Y2. This is impossible, so Y$N2.

Thus mcf:JV2. A is local and center of A¡N=R¡m, which is perfect. Since A is

not separable over R we conclude from Theorem 5.7 that gl dim A = oo.

Summarizing this example: The division ring 2 contains a maximal Z¿-order A

which is local but has infinite global dimension.

Remark. injdimAA=2.

For let r = /¿[l, a, r, or] where a2 = X, t2=F, and to=-ot. Then Rad Y

= Y(u, t) and

0 -> r<r, <7> -> Y ® Y -> r(<7, r) -> 0

is a free T-resolution of Rad Y, where the map Y ® Y -> Y(a, r) is given by

<7i, Y2> -*■ yi<} + y2T- So pdr Rad T= 1 and gl dim T = 2. Therefore inj dimr T = 2.

F is Z¿-free, so X, F is a regular T-sequence. It follows from Theorem 2.10 that

inj dimr/mr r/mr = 0. But Y¡mYxA¡mA. Thus inj dimA/3lA AjmA = 0 and using

Theorem 2.10 again, since X, Fis a regular A-sequence, inj dimA A = 2.

6. Endomorphism rings and Morita duality. R is an integrally closed noetherian

domain.

Lemma 6.1. Let Y be any R-algebra and let E and M be Y-modules (both left or

both right) which are finitely generated as R-modules. Suppose M is R-reflexive.

Then Homr (E, M) is R-reflexive.

Proof. Let Fx -> F0 -> E -> 0 be exact with the F¡ finitely generated free T-

modules. Applying Homr ( -, M) we get an exact sequence of Z¿-modules

0 -> Homr (E, M) ->■ Homr (F0, M) -> Homr (Fu M).
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Since F¡ is T-free, Homr (F¡, M) is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of the

reflexive F-module M and is therefore F-reflexive. Now in [2, Lemma 2] several

equivalent conditions are given for reflexivity of a finitely generated module over

an integrally closed noetherian domain. Another condition can be added and

proved equivalent to the others by a proof nearly identical to the proof in [2,

Lemma 2] that "(d) => (e)". The condition on a module A is:

There exists an exact sequence 0 -> A -*> G0 -> G± with the t7¡ R-reflexive.

Using this we see that Homr (F, M) is F-reflexive.

For the rest of this section £ will denote a central simple F-algebra, where K

is the quotient field of F.

Theorem 6.2. Let A and Y be R-orders in £, with Y maximal. Then Y =

EndA (C^(r)). IfJ is any R-reflexive right ideal in Y with JnR^(0) then Endr (/)

is a maximal R-order in £.

Proof. CA(r) is a left T-module, so we have a map Y -*- EndA (CA(Y)) given by

y^(z^~ yz). Since CA(Y) n R¥=(0) and Y is F-torsion-free, this map is injective.

In fact, by means of the identification of EndE (£) with £ (regarding £ as a right

£-module), EndA (CA(r)) is an F-order in S containing Y. But Y is maximal, so

r=EndA(cA(r)).

For the second statement, the fact that / n F^¿(0) implies that K ®B J= £ and

so Endr (J) is an F-order in £. By Lemma 6.1 Endr (J) is F-reflexive since J is.

Now letpeP, i.e., p is a height one prime ideal of F. Endp (J) <g>B Fp~ Endrp (Jp).

Yp is maximal over the discrete valuation ring Rp since Y is maximal over F.

Hence r„ is a principal ideal ring by [4, Corollary to Proposition 3.3], Therefore

Jp = tYp for some t e Yp, and since Jp n Fp^(0), / is a unit in E.

Endrp (Jp) = Endrp (tYJ^tY^-1. But tYpt'1 is maximal, so Endrp(/P) = f iy-1.

Thus Endrp (/p) is a maximal Fp-order. So Endr (J) is an F-reflexive order whose

localization at each p e P is maximal. Thus Endr (J) is maximal.

Corollary 6.3. Let A be a maximal R-order in £. Then A is the only maximal

R-order in S if and only if every R-reflexive idealJ in A with J n F / (0) is two-sided.

Proof. B> Theorem 6.2 the maximal F-orders in E are precisely the rings

EndA (J) wnere / ranges over all F-reflexive right ideals / such that In F^(0).

EndA (F) = {x e £ I xJ^J}. J is two-sided if and only if A<=EndA (J). Since A is

maximal, this is true if and only if A = EndA (J). Thus A is the unique maximal

F-order in £ if and only if every F-reflexive right ideal / in A with / n F^(0) is

two-sided.

Now suppose A is unique and J is an F-reflexive left ideal in A such that J n R

^ (0). Let £° be the opposite algebra of £. Then A0 is the unique maximal F-order

in £°. J° is an F-reflexive right ideal in A0 and J° n F/(0). Hence J° is two-sided

in A0. Thus J is two-sided in A.
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We now wish to strengthen [4, Theorem 3.11], which gives three equivalent

conditions for the uniqueness of the maximal Z¿-order A when R is a discrete

valuation ring.

Proposition 6.4. Let R be a discrete valuation ring and A a maximal R-order in

2. The following are equivalent:

(a) A is local.

(b) Every ideal in A is two-sided and a power o/A=Rad A.

(c) 2 is a division ring and A is the only maximal R-order in 2.

(d) A is the only maximal R-order in 2.

(e) Every right ideal 7 in A such that J n R ̂  (0) is two-sided.

Proof. The equivalence of (a), (b), and (c) is [4, Theorem 3.11].

(c) => (d): Trivial.

(d) o (e): This follows from Corollary 6.3 and the fact that every ideal in A is

Z¿-free, hence /¿-reflexive.

(e) => (a) : Let 7 be a right ideal in A containing A. Then 7nZ¿=>An/¿=/n^ (0).

Thus by our hypothesis 7 is two-sided. But since A is a maximal order over a

discrete valuation ring, A is quasi-local, i.e., A is a maximal two-sided ideal. Thus

7= A or 7=A. Hence A is a maximal right ideal and so A is local.

Auslander and Goldman [4] have proved the following structure theorem :

[4, Theorem 3.6]. If A is a maximal order over a discrete valuation ring <S and E

is an indecomposable A-module which is finitely generated and torsion-free over &,

then Q. = EndA (E) is a maximal order in a division algebra and A = Endn (E). Con-

versely if Q is a maximal order and E is an Cl-module which is finitely gener-

ated and torsion-free over 0, then Endn (E) is a maximal order.

We now give a generalization of this to maximal orders over an arbitrary

integrally closed noetherian domain R.

Theorem 6.5. Suppose A is a maximal R-order in 2.

(a) Let E be any finitely generated R-reflexive left A-module. Then T = EndA (E)

is a maximal R-order in EndE (V), where V=E ®R K. Furthermore, A = Endr (E).

(b) E can be chosen so that EndE ( V) is a division algebra A. Thus A = Endr (E)

for some maximal R-order Y in a division algebra A.

Proof, (a) T is Z¿-reflexive by Lemma 6.1. For any p eP Ep is Z¿p-free and Ap is

maximal over Rp. The maximality of Yp over Rp now follows from [4, Theorem

3.6], stated above. Hence T is a maximal Z¿-order.

Since E is a left A-module it is also a left EndA (Zi)-module, i.e., a left T-module.

The operations of A and Y commute on E and thus we get a ring homomorphism

<p : A -> Endr (E) given by <p(X)(e) = Xe.

<p ® 1^: A ®B K^- Endr (E) ®R K is the isomorphism in the Wedderburn

Theorem. By means of this isomorphism we may regard Endr (E) as an Z¿-order
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in £ = A(g>BF. Ker<p<=Ker(<p<g> 1K)=0. Thus Ker?> = 0 and AcEndr(F). But

A is maximal, so A=Endr (F).

(b) Let F be a simple left £-module. By the Wedderburn Theorem Ends ( V) is

a division ring A and £ = EndA (V). Let v e V, v^O, and let M=Av. Then M g>B K

= V. Now let E=M**. E is an F-reflexive left A-module since by Lemma 5.1

E=(~)pep mp an(l Ac A** = f)p6P K (m fact A = A** since A is maximal). Clearly

F ®B F= M <g>B F= V. By part (a) T = EndA (F) is a maximal F-order in A =

Ends (V), and A = Endr (F).

For a closer investigation of the type of duality exhibited in Theorem 6.5 we

need the Morita duality theory, a treatment of which can be found in [4, Appendix].

Here we shall give only a brief summary, without proofs, of those results we need.

Let T be any ring and F a left T-module. Let Q. = Endr (F), As was mentioned

before, F is a left Q-module and there is a ring homomorphism <p: Y ->- Endfi (F).

The trace ideal ofE in Y, denoted by rr(E), is the two-sided ideal in Y generated by

{/(e)|/6Homr(F, Y), e e E}.

Theorem. Suppose rr(E) — Y. Then

(a) E is a finitely generated projective Q-module;

(b) T ü_^ Endn (F) is an isomorphism.

Proposition. If E is a finitely generated projective Y-module then tv(E)E=E

and ra(E) = D.

Definition. If F is finitely generated T-projective and rr(E) = Y, then Y and Q

are Morita equivalent.

Note that by the preceding theorem and proposition this relation is symmetric.

However, it is not reflexive, but "antireflexive". For Y is Morita-equivalent to

Endr (Y), considering T as a left T-module. But since we stick to the usual con-

vention for composing maps, whereby fog means "first apply g and then/",

we find that Endr (r)=r°.

Let mod-r denote the category of right T-modules and Q-mod the category of

left Q-modules. There are covariant additive functors

F: Q-mod -> mod-r,       G: mod-r -> O-mod.

Theorem. Suppose Y and Í2 are Morita-equivalent. Then

(1) F and G are both exact;

(2) FG and G F are both the identity;

(3) There is a one-to-one, inclusion-preserving correspondence between the two-

sided ideals in Y and the 2-sided ideals in Q.

Corollary. If Y and D. are Morita equivalent then

(1) mod-r and Q-mod are isomorphic;

(2) gldimr = gldim0;

(3) T and Q. have the same number of maximal two-sided ideals.
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We return now to maximal orders.

Theorem 6.6. Let (R, m) be a regular local ring of dimension two. Let A be a

quasi-local R-order in 2 such that gl dim A < co. Let 2 ' be any central simple K-

algebra Morita equivalent to 2. Let Q. be any maximal R-order in 2'. Then Q is

Morita equivalent to some maximal R-order in 2. Consequently Q is quasi-local,

gl dim D = 2, and all maximal R-orders in 2' are isomorphic.

Proof. A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 6.5(b) shows that if 2'

is Morita equivalent to 2 and Q. is a maximal Z¿-order in 2', then there exists an

Z¿-refíexive left D-module E such that Y = Endn (E) is a maximal Z¿-order in 2

and O = Endr (£"). By Theorem 5.4 gl dim A = 2, A is a maximal Z¿-order in 2,

and all maximal Z¿-orders in 2 are isomorphic. So T~A and thus gl dim T = 2

and T is quasi-local. Since E is Z¿-reflexive and gldimZ¿=2, E is Z¿-free, so by

Proposition 3.5 E is T-projective. Hence rr(E)E=E. By Nakayama's Lemma,

Tr(£) d: Rad Y. But rr(E) is a two-sided ideal of Y and Rad Y is the unique maxi-

mal two-sided ideal of Y. Thus rr(Zi) = r and so Y is Morita equivalent to Ü.

Therefore gl dim 0=2 and Q is quasi-local. Using Theorem 5.4 once again, we

have that all maximal Z¿-orders in 2' are isomorphic.

Corollary 6.7. Let (R, m) be a complete regular local ring of dimension two.

Let A be a central division algebra over K. Suppose 2 is Morita equivalent to A

(i.e., 2 = EndA (V)). A maximal R-order A in 2 is quasi-local and has global di-

mension two if and only if there exists a maximal R-order Ü, in A which has global

dimension two.

Proof. If T is any /¿-order in A, then by the completeness of R, any idempotent

in T/Rad Y can be lifted to an idempotent in Y. However, the division ring A

contains no proper idempotents. Hence T/Rad Y has no proper idempotents, and

since it is semisimple, it must be a division ring. Thus any /¿-order in A is local.

The result now follows from Theorem 6.6.

The next theorem about Morita equivalence of quasi-local and local rings will

enable us to give a generalization of Theorem 4.2 with which we shall conclude

this paper.

Theorem. 6.8. Let Y be a noetherian ring, 7= Rad Y, and assume that Y is complete

with respect to the J-adic topology. If Y is quasi-local, then there is a local ring Q,

Morita equivalent to Y, and Q/Rad D is the division ring equivalent to YjJ.

Proof. Let I be a simple left ideal in T/7.

Then I is generated by some idempotent f. Since Y is complete, £ can be lifted

to an idempotent e in Y. Let E = Ye. Then E is T-projective. Let n: Y -> YfJ be the

natural projection ir(e) — è and tt(E) = I. Clearly /e^Ker (tt\E). For the reverse
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inclusion, if ye e J then ye = Ae • e e Je. Thus Ker (ttíe) =Je and so E/JEx I. Therefore

E/JE is a simple T/Fmodule.

Now let D = Endr (F) and A = Endr;y (E/JE). Since Y is quasi-local and E is

T-projective, rr(F) = r. Thus Q is Morita equivalent to Y. Hence Q is quasi-local.

By the Wedderburn theory, since E/NE is simple, A is a division ring equivalent to

r/F We shall show that Q/Rad £2« A.

We have a ring homomorphism Endr (F) -> Endru (E/JE) (i.e., £2 -> A) which

is onto since F is T-projective. The kernel is therefore a maximal two-sided ideal

of £1 But Q. is quasi-local, so the kernel must be Rad Q and we get O/Rad Qx A.

Thus Ü is local and D/Rad Q is the division ring Morita equivalent to Y/J.

Theorem 6.9. Let (R, m) be regular local of dimension n. Let Y=>R be a quasi-

local R-algebra, finitely generated as an R-module. Let J= Rad Y and assume that

x e m—J2. Suppose gl dim T < co (and thus equals n). Then gl dim r/xr=« — 1.

Proof. All the hypotheses carry over to the completions (R, m) and (f, J).

[Note: the Fadic and the wr-adic topologies on Y are the same.] Furthermore

f /xf = (YjxY)~, so gldim r/xr = gl dim r/xr. Thus it suffices to prove the

theorem when F is complete, which assumption we now make. Then by Theorem

6.8 r is Morita equivalent to some local ring D. Therefore gldim £2=gldim Y.

Suppose xe(RadQ)2. Then xQ = Qx<=(Rad Q.)2. Under the one-to-one corre-

spondence of two-sided ideals in D and Y, xD, <-> xr and (Rad Q)2 <-> J2. Since the

correspondence preserves inclusions we get xY<=J2, which is a contradiction. So

x £ (Rad O)2. We may now apply Theorem 4.2 to the local ring £2 and conclude

that gldim £2/x£2=w-l. £2 = Endr(F) and F is T-projective. Since Y is F-free

(Corollary 2.17), F is F-free and thus x is regular on F. This together with the T-

projectivity of F implies that ü/xüx; Endr/xr (F/xF). Also, E\xE is T/xr-pro-

jective and since rr(F) = Y it follows that Tr/xr(F/xF) = Y\xY. So Q/xQ is Morita

equivalent to Y\xY and therefore gl dim T/xr=gl dim Q/xQ=n— 1.
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